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The NZ Frenzy guidebooks are New Zealand's most comprehensive outdoors guidebooks. These

aren't the typical Lonely Planet-type Travel Guide filled with hotels, tours, restaurants, museums, etc

etc. The NZ Frenzy guidebooks are exclusively Outdoors guidebooks filled with walking trails,

waterfalls, hot springs, beaches, caves, wildlife viewing, etc, etc. NZ Frenzy details the most-popular

tourist attractions, but more importantly the guidebooks contain a myriad of off-the-beaten-path

locations that local Kiwis consider the real New Zealand. Using NZ Frenzy will get you off the typical

well-beaten tourist pathways and into a jaw-drop landscape away from the hustling tour buses. If

you're going to New Zealand to travel on a guided tour bus, or planning to stay in just one

location...then NZ Frenzy won't help you too much. But, if like most travelers, you are going to New

Zealand to see and explore one of the world's most incredible and varied landscapes...then NZ

Frenzy will be the best money you spend on your NZ adventure. NZ Frenzy will make your NZ

travels far more unique and unforgettable than any other Travel Guide you'll buy.
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We have been living in NZ for the past 9 months and were lucky enough to be recommended this

book (along with its North Island compatriot) early on. We love being outside and adventuring

around our new country and this book is ALWAYS our guiding light on what to do. We have been

utterly astounded with some of Scott's entries and have loved every tramp, waterfall, lookout,

beach, blowhole, etc. that he has ever led us to. Scott is very clear in his writing, directions, times,

difficulty, etc. and adds the perfect amount of humour. We just finished a 10-day trip around the

South Island over the Christmas and New Years holidays and used this book to guide our entire trip.



Scott, thank you for writing this book, we will continue to buy every new edition that you release!

Great book! Super helpful and honest. I just returned from a 3 week campervan trip to NZ and used

Scott's book as my primary guidebook. Scott's reviews of off-the-road sights were spot on and his

humor and writing style provided us with an honest overview of the different stops along the road.

Note: NZ has little-to-no internet available in remote areas so the book's references to the online

maps & tips that accompany the book are not helpful once in NZ. However, his brief directional

descriptions were usually adequate enough to find the point of interest. Scott focuses on obscure

and interesting sights, not so much on the well known or difficult Walks. As an avid long distance

hiker, I found that combining Scott's book with information at the local I-Sites or DOC offices was

the best way to get the most out of my trip. I was very glad I purchased this book over a Lonely

Planet guide or something. Since I was campervaning, I had no use for a guidebook focused on

hotel or restaurant recommendations. NZ Frenzy was perfect for a no-frills traveler who wanted the

truth about where to stop and visit along the (narrow!) roads of the South Island!!

If you like to hike and go off the beaten track, this is the boo for you. This helped us in so many

places - whether it was just to drive up to a point for a great view of Queenstown , hike through a

cave or choose which day hike to do at Mt. Cook, this book really helped us have a wonderful

trip.Some of the best places we visited (Like the Hokitika Gorge) were thanks to this book.We found

this book worked best when we got to an area and then planned where we wanted to visit.I would

also suggest using another guide book of NZ together with Frenzy - especially for planning your trip.

Great guide that reveals wonderful places offsite the beaten path. Very good for people who love

the nature with a lot of uncommercialized tips to enjoy the world best countryside and wildlife of

wonderful NZ. This guide is worth every pence! It has a reasoned structure so it is easy to find out

all the interesting things on your individual tour and with the lettered photos and the hints to the

driving you are able to find the tracking paths and have a good orientation. Thanks a lot for offering

the opportunity to discover these special highlights of NZ!

Do not go to New Zealand without this book! It was our invaluable guide for our vacation, and

showed us places we never would have found on our own - places that added a lot to our vacation.

Scott's outings are a good combination of popular "must-dos" and fantastic off-the-beaten-path

spots. His descriptions are great, and fun to read. And yes, Scott, "Old Zealand" still does exist, we



camped on that beach for two days without anyone but an occasional surfer around. Thanks for

helping us make magnificent memories.

This is a wonderful book for people more interested in day hikes than history. I love the

obscurometer feature. It was accurate too. I went on a beautiful hike by clear blue stream called

cesspool with DOC sign as mountain bike hike that my NZ friends had never heard of and Vicki

goes on tramps with her tramping club twice a week. Very highly recommended

As an American traveling solo in New Zealand, this was the perfect guide for seeing well-known

spots and hidden treasures. I definitely recommend this book to anyone who will have a car while

traveling, as Scott Cook goes into detail about off the beaten path treasures.

We traveled the South Island for five weeks and only got as far as Hokitika as there was so many

splendid sights and walks that took us to Caves and Arches and Lakes. A great book to have by

your side when traveling.
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